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Executive Summary
Oddly enough, big data was a serious problem just a few years ago. When data volumes started 
skyrocketing in the early 2000s, storage and CPU technologies were overwhelmed by the numerous 
terabytes of big data—to the point that IT faced a data scalability crisis. Then we were once again 
snatched from the jaws of defeat by Moore’s law. Storage and CPUs not only developed greater 
capacity, speed, and intelligence; they also fell in price. Enterprises went from being unable to afford 
or manage big data to lavishing budgets on its collection and analysis.

Today, enterprises are exploring big data to discover facts they didn’t know before. This is an 
important task right now because the recent economic recession forced deep changes into most 
businesses, especially those that depend on mass consumers. Using advanced analytics, businesses 
can study big data to understand the current state of the business and track still-evolving aspects such 
as customer behavior.

If you really want the lowdown on what’s happening in your business, you need large volumes of 
highly detailed data. If you truly want to see something you’ve never seen before, it helps to tap into 
data that’s never been tapped for business intelligence (BI) or analytics. Some of the untapped data 
will be foreign to you, coming from sensors, devices, third parties, Web applications, and social 
media. Some big data sources feed data unceasingly in real time. Put all that together, and you see 
that big data is not just about giant data volumes; it’s also about an extraordinary diversity of data 
types, delivered at various speeds and frequencies.

Note that two technical entities have come together. First, there’s big data for massive amounts 
of detailed information. Second, there’s advanced analytics, which is actually a collection of 
different tool types, including those based on predictive analytics, data mining, statistics, artificial 
intelligence, natural language processing, and so on. Put them together and you get big data 
analytics, the hottest new practice in BI today.

Of course, businesspeople can learn a lot about the business and their customers from BI programs 
and data warehouses. But big data analytics explores granular details of business operations and 
customer interactions that seldom find their way into a data warehouse or standard report. Some 
organizations are already managing big data in their enterprise data warehouses (EDWs), while 
others have designed their DWs for the well-understood, auditable, and squeaky clean data that the 
average business report demands. The former tend to manage big data in the EDW and execute most 
analytic processing there, whereas the latter tend to distribute their efforts onto secondary analytic 
platforms. There are also hybrid approaches.

Regardless of approach, user organizations are currently reevaluating their analytic portfolios. In 
response to the demand for platforms suited to big data analytics, vendors have released a slew of new 
product types including analytic databases, data warehouse appliances, columnar databases, no-SQL 
databases, distributed file systems, and so on. There is also a new slew of analytic tools.

This report drills into all the aspects of big data analytics mentioned here to give users and their 
business sponsors a solid background for big data analytics, including business and technology 
drivers, successful business use cases, and common technology enablers. The report also uses survey 
data to project the future of the most common tool types, features, and functions associated with big 
data analytics, so users can apply this information to planning their own programs and technology 
stacks for big data analytics.

Big data used to be a 
technical problem. Now it’s a 

business opportunity.

Big data is not just big. It’s 
also diverse data types and 

streaming data.
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application of advanced 

analytic techniques to very 
big data sets.
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vendor products to consider 

for big data analytics. 
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the types.
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Position

Corporate IT professional 58%

Business sponsors/users 22%

Consultants 20%

Industry

Consulting/professional services 15%

Financial services 15%

Software/Internet 10%

Healthcare 7%

Insurance 7%

Manufacturing (non-computers) 5%

Telecommunications 5%

Government: federal 4%

Media/entertainment/publishing 4%

Advertising/marketing/PR 3%

Computer manufacturing 3%

Education 3%

Utilities 3%

Other
(“Other” consists of multiple industries, each 

represented by 2% or less of respondents.)

16%

Geography

United States 56%

Europe 17%

Asia 7%

Canada 6%

Australia 4%

Central or South America 3%

Middle East 3%

Africa 2%

Other 2%

Company Size by Revenue

Less than $100 million 26%

$100–500 million 11%

$500 million–$1 billion 12%

$1–5 billion 18%

$5–10 billion 7%

More than $10 billion 18%

Don’t know 8%

Based on 325 survey respondents.

Research Methodology and 
Demographics
Report Scope. According to TDWI survey data, a new flood 
of user organizations is currently commencing or expanding 
solutions for analytics with big data. To supply the demand, 
vendors have recently released numerous new products 
and functions, specifically for advanced forms of analytics 
(beyond OLAP and reporting) and analytic databases that 
can manage big data. While it’s good to have options, it’s 
hard to track them and determine in which situations they 
are ready for use. The purpose of this report is to accelerate 
users’ understanding of the many new tools and techniques 
that have emerged for analytics with big data in recent years. 
It will also help readers map newly available options to real-
world use cases.

Survey Methodology. In May 2011, TDWI sent an invitation via 
e-mail to the data management professionals in its database, 
asking them to complete an Internet-based survey. The 
invitation was also distributed via Web sites, newsletters, and 
publications from TDWI and other firms. The survey drew 
responses from almost 360 survey respondents. From these, 
we excluded incomplete responses and respondents who 
identified themselves as academics or vendor employees. The 
resulting completed responses of 325 respondents form the 
core data sample for this report.

Survey Demographics. The majority of survey respondents 
are corporate IT professionals (58%), whereas the others are 
business sponsors or users (22%) and consultants (20%).  
We asked consultants to fill out the survey with a recent client 
in mind.

The consulting (15%) and financial services (15%) industries 
dominate the respondent population, followed by software 
(10%), healthcare (7%), insurance (7%), and other industries. 
Most survey respondents reside in the U.S. (56%) or Europe 
(17%). Respondents are fairly evenly distributed across all 
sizes of companies and other organizations.

Other Research Methods. In addition to the survey, TDWI 
Research conducted many telephone interviews with 
technical users, business sponsors, and recognized data 
management experts. TDWI also received product briefings 
from vendors that offer products and services related to the 
best practices under discussion.
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Executive Summary
Oddly enough, big data was a serious problem just a few years ago. When data volumes started 
skyrocketing in the early 2000s, storage and CPU technologies were overwhelmed by the numerous 
terabytes of big data—to the point that IT faced a data scalability crisis. Th en we were once again 
snatched from the jaws of defeat by Moore’s law. Storage and CPUs not only developed greater 
capacity, speed, and intelligence; they also fell in price. Enterprises went from being unable to aff ord 
or manage big data to lavishing budgets on its collection and analysis.

Today, enterprises are exploring big data to discover facts they didn’t know before. Th is is an 
important task right now because the recent economic recession forced deep changes into most 
businesses, especially those that depend on mass consumers. Using advanced analytics, businesses 
can study big data to understand the current state of the business and track still-evolving aspects such 
as customer behavior.

If you really want the lowdown on what’s happening in your business, you need large volumes of 
highly detailed data. If you truly want to see something you’ve never seen before, it helps to tap into 
data that’s never been tapped for business intelligence (BI) or analytics. Some of the untapped data 
will be foreign to you, coming from sensors, devices, third parties, Web applications, and social 
media. Some big data sources feed data unceasingly in real time. Put all that together, and you see 
that big data is not just about giant data volumes; it’s also about an extraordinary diversity of data 
types, delivered at various speeds and frequencies.

Note that two technical entities have come together. First, there’s big data for massive amounts 
of detailed information. Second, there’s advanced analytics, which is actually a collection of 
diff erent tool types, including those based on predictive analytics, data mining, statistics, artifi cial 
intelligence, natural language processing, and so on. Put them together and you get big data 
analytics, the hottest new practice in BI today.

Of course, businesspeople can learn a lot about the business and their customers from BI programs 
and data warehouses. But big data analytics explores granular details of business operations and 
customer interactions that seldom fi nd their way into a data warehouse or standard report. Some 
organizations are already managing big data in their enterprise data warehouses (EDWs), while 
others have designed their DWs for the well-understood, auditable, and squeaky clean data that the 
average business report demands. Th e former tend to manage big data in the EDW and execute most 
analytic processing there, whereas the latter tend to distribute their eff orts onto secondary analytic 
platforms. Th ere are also hybrid approaches.

Regardless of approach, user organizations are currently reevaluating their analytic portfolios. In 
response to the demand for platforms suited to big data analytics, vendors have released a slew of new 
product types including analytic databases, data warehouse appliances, columnar databases, no-SQL 
databases, distributed fi le systems, and so on. Th ere is also a new slew of analytic tools.

Th is report drills into all the aspects of big data analytics mentioned here to give users and their 
business sponsors a solid background for big data analytics, including business and technology 
drivers, successful business use cases, and common technology enablers. Th e report also uses survey 
data to project the future of the most common tool types, features, and functions associated with big 
data analytics, so users can apply this information to planning their own programs and technology 
stacks for big data analytics.
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